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Details of your comment

Please provide additional information and supporting documentation as attachments. 

PRINTRESET FORM

For further information visit elections.nsw.gov.au/redistribution


	Statement 4: Submission in relation to the upcoming State boundary redistributionSubmitted by xxDear Sir I own and reside at xxxx. I have to say “Unfortunately” (since that has been my experience) the property falls within the State Seat of Sydney.I have owned and resided at that property since 1978.Over that time I have had the need to raise many matters of concern with the sitting State Member going back as far as John Barracluff, Fred Miller, Clover Moore and latterly her successor Alex Greenwich. I have felt disenfranchised for many years now with little if any interest in or  assistance with the various issues of concern I have brought to the attention of our State parliamentary representative. My contacts have been met with total dismissive disinterest, lack of understanding of the problems and issues raised to the point where I feel totally frustrated, disenfranchised and unrepresented as a NSW voter. That is NOT DEMOCRACY. The State boundary for the seat of SYDNEY as currently drawn does not share a common interest.   I have nothing in common with residents of other areas in this diverse electorate and the peculiar needs of this “marginalised“ address are, as I note, totally unrepresented or of concern.There may be not many votes here and there are by and large few common grounds with the rest of the electorate. I believe and have maintained for years this address does not belong in the state seat of SYDNEY and I would welcome a redistribution of the seat.  I might then have representation in the state parliament for issues that concern our particular area which I do not currently feel I have. The issues and interest groups given priority by the member are not common to our area and lack an understanding of our local concerns. P CalligerosState seat of SYDNEY 
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